SERIES 1000
LAWN AND GARDEN TRACTORS

FEATURES

ELECTRONIC POWER STEERING (EPS) (on select models)

42” & 46” TRIPLE-BLADE DECKS

42” & 46” TWIN-BLADE DECKS

CRUISE CONTROL

HEAVY-GAUGE 9-GAUGE STEEL FRAME RAILS

PAINTED SMART-BOX™ DECK WASH SYSTEM

ATTACHMENTS AND ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE

ACURATE EASY-TO-READ FUEL GAUGE

3- AND 5-YEAR LIMITED WARRANTIES

STANDARD FEATURES

MOWER DECK

CUTTING WIDTH/BLADES: 54”, 60”, 54”, 54”, 54”, 54”, 54”, 54”

CUTTING HEIGHT: 12-gauge steel, 12-gauge steel, 12-gauge steel, 12-gauge steel

ANTI-SCALPING WHEELS: 4 wheels, 4 wheels, 4 wheels, 4 wheels, 1 rear striping roller

MULCH KIT: Optional

SPEED SHIFTERS: Dual-cast aluminum spooling magnesium wheel bearings for long life

DECK ATTACH/REMOVAL: QuickAttach™ in seconds, no tools required

DECK WASHER: Patented SmartJet™ high-pressure deck washing system

TURNS BETTER. CUTS BETTER. FLAT OUT BETTER.

The Series 1000 is the most advanced lawn tractor in its class. Starting with the Cub Cadet Signature Cut™ for a flawless, professional-quality cut every time. With an ultra-tight turning radius and available Electronic Power Steering, you’ll have more precision control than ever. Only Cub Cadet could make it so easy to maneuver around landscaping and enjoy all-day comfort.

SMARTER FEATURES FOR A BETTER EXPERIENCE. THAT’S THE CUB CADER ADVANTAGE.

UNSURPASSED RESULTS OF THE CUB CADER SIGNATURE CUT™

Aerospace engineers developed an advanced cutting system with optimal airflow, blade overlap and floating deck for a perfect cut. The addition of anti-scalping wheels and rear striping rollers (on select models) will deliver a professional-quality finish that will make you the envy of the neighborhood.

REMARKABLE MANEUVERABILITY AND COMFORT

Feel the difference at your fingertips from the only tractor in its class to feature an ultra-tight turning radius, power steering (on select models), and rider-control comfort for all-day ease of use.

LEGENDARY CUB CADER PERFORMANCE AND DURABILITY

Enjoy caring for your lawn with confidence. Only Cub Cadet combines features like a fully welded steel frame with the thickest gauge steel in its class, high-performance professional grade engines and an unbeatable 5-year factory warranty.

Innovations no one else can deliver. An experience no one else can match. Prove it to yourself with a test drive.

Locate a dealer at cubcadet.com

3- AND 5-YEAR LIMITED WARRANTIES

*As rated by engine manufacturer
†See your local Cub Cadet Independent Dealer for warranty details.

†Cub Cadet will provide a limited warranty for a period of 5 years or 500 hours, whichever occurs first, for the frame and pivoting cast-iron front axle on all new Cub Cadet Series 1000 Tractors. For complete details on the frame and pivoting cast-iron front axle warranty, visit www.cubcadet.com.

Cub Cadet will provide a limited warranty for a period of 5 years or 500 hours, whichever occurs first, for the frame and pivoting cast-iron front axle on all new Cub Cadet Series 1000 Tractors. For complete details on the frame and pivoting cast-iron front axle warranty, visit www.cubcadet.com.

*As rated by engine manufacturer
†See your local Cub Cadet Independent Dealer for warranty details.
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## ELECTRICAL SYSTEM

**Engine:**
19 HP* Kohler® single-cylinder OHV
21.5 HP* Kohler® V-Twin OHV
23 HP* Kawasaki® V-Twin OHV
24 HP* Cub Cadet® professional-grade Kawasaki® V-Twin OHV

**Cylinders/Material:**
1/cast-iron sleeve
2/cast-iron sleeve
1/cast-iron sleeve
1/cast-iron sleeve
2/cast-iron sleeve

**Lubrication:**
Fully pressurized automotive-style oil pump w/spin-on oil filter

---

### ADDITIONAL SPECIFICATIONS

**Engine Type:**
- **LTX 1040:** 19 HP* Kohler® single-cylinder OHV
- **LTX 1042 KW:** 21.5 HP* Kohler® V-Twin OHV
- **LTX 1045:** 23 HP* Kawasaki® V-Twin OHV
- **LTX 1046:** 22 HP* Cub Cadet® professional-grade Kawasaki® V-Twin OHV
- **LOT 1050:** 24 HP* Cub Cadet® professional-grade Kawasaki® V-Twin OHV

**Cylinders/Material:**
- **LTX 1040:** 1/cast-iron sleeve
- **LTX 1042KW:** 21/cast-iron sleeve
- **LTX 1045:** 23/cast-iron sleeve
- **LTX 1046:** 22/cast-iron sleeve
- **LOT 1050:** 24/cast-iron sleeve

**Lubrication:**
Fully pressurized automotive-style oil pump w/spin-on oil filter

---

## DRIVE SYSTEM

**Drive System:**
- **LTX 1040:** Automatic CVT w/remote control
- **LTX 1042 KW:** Automatic Torque® transmission w/dual steel drive hubs
- **LTX 1045:** Automatic Torque® transmission w/dual steel drive hubs
- **LTX 1046:** Automatic Torque® transmission w/dual steel drive hubs
- **LOT 1050:** Automatic Torque® transmission w/dual steel drive hubs

**Engine to Transmission:**
- **LTX 1040:** Heavy-duty belt
- **LTX 1042 KW:** Heavy-duty belt
- **LTX 1045:** Heavy-duty belt
- **LTX 1046:** Heavy-duty belt
- **LOT 1050:** Heavy-duty belt

**Steering:**
- **LTX 1040:** Neutral start, operator presence, reverse safety switch, brake pedal lock
- **LTX 1042 KW:** Neutral start, operator presence, reverse safety switch, brake pedal lock
- **LTX 1045:** Neutral start, operator presence, reverse safety switch, brake pedal lock
- **LTX 1046:** Neutral start, operator presence, reverse safety switch, brake pedal lock
- **LOT 1050:** Neutral start, operator presence, reverse safety switch, brake pedal lock

**Headlights:**
- **LTX 1040:** Standard
- **LTX 1042 KW:** Standard
- **LTX 1045:** Standard
- **LTX 1046:** Standard
- **LOT 1050:** Standard

**Operation:**
- **LTX 1040:** Electronic fingertip engagement for smooth operation of deck or attachments
- **LTX 1042 KW:** Electronic fingertip engagement for smooth operation of deck or attachments
- **LTX 1045:** Electronic fingertip engagement for smooth operation of deck or attachments
- **LTX 1046:** Electronic fingertip engagement for smooth operation of deck or attachments
- **LOT 1050:** Electronic fingertip engagement for smooth operation of deck or attachments

**Deck Lift:**
- **LTX 1040:** Manual/12-position
- **LTX 1042 KW:** Manual/12-position
- **LTX 1045:** Manual/12-position
- **LTX 1046:** Manual/12-position
- **LOT 1050:** Manual/12-position

**Brakes:**
- **LTX 1040:** Spring-assisted disc
- **LTX 1042 KW:** Spring-assisted disc
- **LTX 1045:** Spring-assisted disc
- **LTX 1046:** Spring-assisted disc
- **LOT 1050:** Spring-assisted disc

**Warranty:**
- **2-year/120-hr and 5-year/500-hr limited warranty**